Introduction
In late Victorian Manchester, the Jewish communities of the early and mid-nineteenth century were gradually sliding into middle class respectability. In adopting London's Bayswater Synagogue liturgy, the South Manchester Synagogue had set the predominant style of suburban orthodoxy in a 'gentle reform ' of ritual, acceptable equally to the chief rabbi and to a self-conscious middle-class. It was a style which later recommended itself, in various forms, to the other suburban groups in north as well as south Manchester, which wished to express the degree of their acculturation to English middle class norms without entertaining the extreme of Reform. In its origin, it made the point that a 'suburban synagogue' was not one simply which met the needs of well-to-do Jewish families which had colonised a new district; the crucial matter was sense of corporate class identity which was expressed not only in topographic terms. 1 There were however small groups of hassidim and other strictly observant Jews who came together in the summer of 1925 to found a resistance movement to this slide towards acculturation and, in their view, assimilation. This struggle to start a new ultra-orthodox organisation in the mid 1920s was not without precedents. There had been small minorities of orthodox Jews in Manchester who had resisted the lure of acculturation and acceptance. One of the first indications of such individuals living in Manchester is a letter from the famous hassidic rebbe, Zadok HaKohein of Lublin to a friend, a 'Reb Osher' who was practising as a physician in Manchester in 1864. Reb Zadok urges his friend to leave the city 'so bereft of Judaism' and move to the Land of Israel. 2 The earliest local evidence of new, more orthodox forces was probably in lived. 5 Reiness later joined the newly developing Shechita Board as one of its parttime 'reverend supervisors,' the rabbis involved with the board not receiving the more appropriate title of 'dayan' until well into the 20th century.
There had been individuals and small hevros who had tried, almost always unsuccessfully, to maintain the religious standards of 'der alter heim ' - In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century many of the original orthodox hevros had evolved into fully-fledged Manchester synagogues under the influence and patronage of the chief rabbinate and the BoD. The Lubavitch shteibl (small synagogue), founded in 1896, was almost the only harēdi synagogue that had survived with its hassidus intact for more than the first immigrant generation. Unlike east London where Sir Samuel Montague, MP had successfully organised the local hevros into the Federation of Synagogues, the Manchester immigrants had no wealthy, modern orthodox, politically astute patron who could meet and occasionally defeat the establishment on it own turf. Indeed Montague had visited Manchester in the mid 1890s and mooted such a project but without success. 8 As the second generation, the
Manchester born children who moved up Cheetham Hill Road from the slums of Red
Bank matured, nearly all saw undiluted orthodoxy only as an impediment to their progress and acceptance into middle class 'polite' society.
This rapid acculturation of late nineteenth and early twentieth century Manchester
Jews was far from unique. The same phenomenon could be observed in London, Leeds, Liverpool, Glasgow, New York, Chicago, Buenos Aires and even Jaffa-Tel
Aviv. In the cities of Germany and Austro-Hungary this decline in undiluted orthodoxy had started two generations earlier and by the Great War was complete.
Only the few and relatively small austritt gemeinde communities in cities such as
Leipzig and Frankfurt-am-Main could one find the remains of a once flourishing German strict orthodoxy. Nevertheless, a few of these remnants from Germany would combine with the Brody hassidim to create a new major institution within the increasingly fractious orthodoxy of Manchester Jewry.
There were still small vestiges of their original immigrant hassidus in several of the early 20th century Manchester synagogues. By the time the Broder Synagogue (later renamed the North Manchester and anglicised) was founded in the late 1890s there were enough members from hassidic families to influence the liturgy so that Hallel was said after Maariv on the first night of Pesakh and L'Dovid Mizmor at Maariv on Rosh Hashona. 9 The Oestrricher (Austrian) Synagogue adopted the full nusakh Sephard (hassidic liturgy) on its foundation as eventually did the Polish Synagogue. Sufrin of Manchester (1902 -1985 for the years1914-1985 , private collection in the possession of his children. 14 Usually mistranslated as the 'Ten Commandments.' There are, in fact, 613 Biblical commandments. been a test of an individual's belief in and loyalty to the Creator G-d and his Torah.
To perform creative labour on the Sabbath by working in textiles, leather or cigarettes on Saturdays is to perform a serious desecration of the divinely given world order.
Thus those who attended the Manchester 'market' or 'workers' minyans,' early morning Shabbos services held to enable immigrants to both pray and get to work on time, appeared to signify to their children that economic survival for the poor and economic success for the better off was preferable to strict Jewish belief and practice.
Inevitably a decline in Sabbath observance often preceded a general decline in orthodox lifestyle and commitment especially in the second generation.
However, there was a small minority of English born children who followed the example of their migrant parents and followed a strictly orthodox lifestyle whatever the restrictions it might place on their economic advancement. Several of these were the sons of Isadore (Yitzhok) Sufrin of Jassy (Iasi, Romania) who had migrated to However, whilst the teachers in the yeshiva were themselves strictly orthodox, their ability to influence the standards of religious observance amongst the general population was severely limited. Apart from their natural concern with developing their own institution and its students, they were heavily dependent financially on their with what could be viewed as a rather defeatist belief that somehow the yeshiva was merely holding back a few drops from a tidal wave of assimilation that seemed inevitable.
30
As the laymen controlled the purse strings they also controlled the rabbis. For yeshiva had no more than 35 full-time students (some of them from other towns) and 40 part-time, in a city with well over 30,000 Jews:
The environment here is distinctly unfavourable to Jewish learning. There are so many other attractions and distractions for our Jewish youth that every single pupil who attends the yeshiva should be to us a source of rejoicing. With the fire of assimilation raging furiously every such pupil may justly be regarded as an od mazal m'esh -a brand plucked out of the fire… 31
The lay leaders' deafest attitude is in stark contrast to the Talmudic dictum 'kol Yisroel arveivim zeh l'zeh' (all Jews are co-guarantors, i.e. responsible, for one another), which the sages derived from the laws of debts and surety. 32 The Talmudic exegesis is that a fully observant Jew is still lacking something important in his religious duty if he does not take steps to assist, encourage and teach his less observant neighbours to be more scrupulous. It was this type of philosophic principle, on a community level if not an individual level, the MH activists were to use in their forty years war to improve the standards of Jewish observance in
Manchester: a combination of enlightened self-interest and a genuine concern for the survival of Talmudic Judaism. The sociologists, Russell and Lewis, go on to explain that English Jews have a higher social standing and it is the parvenu of the East End who most despises the Yiddishspeaking sector of the community. Part of the effect produced by this schism in the community was to emphasise the association of 'extreme orthodoxy' with the speech, habits and general social inferiority of foreigners. That is to say, in a majority of the community, and especially in the rising generation, it will serve to hasten the process of alienation from 'strict orthodoxy. ' In contrast to these somewhat covert activities, the Yesode Hatorah synagogue later the Machzikei Hadass synagogue, would be fully represented, unashamedly under its own name, on the council of the MSB. The MSB was the principal Jewish citadel that demanded to be stormed and, if at possible, to be captured for undiluted orthodoxy. It was the forum that controlled the community's kashrus, its Beth Din and its mikvos.
Constitutionally it was solely orthodox whereas both the local communal council and the national BoD were both 'tainted' in MH eyes by Reform, Liberal and secular memberships. Ipso facto it was also the wealthiest orthodox institution, one that had won for strict orthodoxy or at least made to submit in regard to allowing a separate and, if necessary, an independent shehita. Thus it was at MSB meetings that the most combative of the young MH leaders won their debating spurs, often returning to Northumberland Street verbally bruised but undeterred, soon ready to plan their next political campaign for the 'strengthening of orthodoxy', i.e. for the expansion of MH.
In addition to the formal meetings of the various communal institutions both in families) has an explicit 'official' kinship system it does not follow that one knows the norms applied to actual behaviour of individuals, much less the extent to which behaviour conforms to the norms. A mass of data on perceived norms, local horde membership, descent groups, kinship terms used for one another by at least a large fraction of tribe members, together with extensive records of marriages containing all such information for both spouses is necessary. This will establish a system to which various aspects of kinship behaviour in a tribe may conform in fact or in principle.
Nothing like this quantity of data is presented in existing accounts of an orthodox Manchester & Salford (Salford Central Library, 1925 
